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arts-and-crafts, National' dress, feminism, vegetarianism, and
back-to-the-land—all gaily jostling one another in a generous
and Utopian atmosphere of socialist enthusiasm.
Socialists, however, were not the only crusaders against poverty
and slumdom. Following, but often varying, the pattern of
Toynbee Hall, social settlements sprang up in many poor parts of
London and in several provincial cities. The first for women
dates from 1887. Some, though not all, of the settlements became
strongholds of the anti-socialist approach to social problems ably
championed by the Charity Organization Society. All the
churches increased their home missions. Among the Anglicans
the ritualists were honourably prominent on this side; while
the Wesleyan methodists suspended the rules of their circuit
system to allow of permanent missioners at great centres. But
what gained most attention was the appeal of the Salvation
Army. General William Booth and his sainted wife had originally
organized it as a purely religious body on revivalist lines. But
working among the poorest they gradually built up alongside
a network of agencies for social aid, reclamation, training, and
emigration. In 1890 Booth published In Darkest England and the
Way Out, whose pictures of urban misery shocked the conscience
of the whole religious world. He was specially impressed by the
evils of the urban influx from the depopulated country-side; and
a leading part of his scheme was to re-educate the victims by a
rural training, and emigrate them as settlers to the colonies. Dr.
Barnardo's Homes also carried out emigration on a large scale.
Yet another current of thought, which should not go unnoticed,
was that of Nationalism, as it developed itself in Ireland, Scotland,
and Wales. In Ireland following the agrarian and political up-
heavals of 1878-86, there was a strong revival of the Celtic note
in literature, with the poets W. B. Yeats and George Russell
(eA. E/) as its foremost exponents in English, while Douglas Hyde
and others worked also in Gaelic itself. In 1893 Hyde formed the
Gaelic League. In Scotland a similar but smaller movement pro-
duced the poetry written by William Sharp under the feminine
alias of 'Fiona Macleod9. In Wales the situation was different,
for the native language had a far wider hold as a living tongue,
and the third quarter of the century had been a creative period in
its literature. Only in 1887 died Ceiriog, the greatest modern
lyric poet in Welsh, unequalled throughout our islands, save by
Burns alone, for his gift of writing songs whose appeal unites all

